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Description
This volume brings together historians of imperialism and race, travel and modernity, Islam and India, the Pacific and the Atlantic to show how a ‘transnational’ approach to history offers fresh insights into the past. Transnational history is a form of scholarship that has been revolutionising our understanding of history in the last decade. With a focus on interconnectedness across national borders of ideas, events, technologies and individual lives, it moves beyond the national frames of analysis that so often blinker and restrict our understanding of the past. Many of the essays also show how expertise in ‘Australian history’ can contribute to and benefit from new transnational approaches to history. Through an examination of such diverse subjects as film, modernity, immigration, politics and romance, Connected Worlds weaves an historical matrix which transports the reader beyond the local into a realm which re-defines the meaning of humanity in all its complexity. Contributors include Tony Ballantyne, Desley Deacon, John Fitzgerald, Patrick Wolfe and Angela Woollacott.

At the XIII Biennial Conference of The Film and History Association of Australia and New Zealand, Jill Julius Matthews was presented with an award for Best Book Chapter: ‘Modern nomads and national film history: the multi-continental career of J. D. Williams’ in Ann Curthoys and Marilyn Lake (eds), Connected Worlds: History in Transnational Perspective, Canberra: ANU E Press, 2006, pp. 157-169


Details
	ISBN (print): 
	9781920942441
	ISBN (online): 
	9781920942458
	Publication date: 
	Mar 2006
	Imprint: 
	ANU Press
	DOI: 
	http://doi.org/10.22459/CW.03.2006
	Disciplines: 
	Arts & Humanities: History; Social Sciences: Indigenous Studies
	Countries: 
	Australia
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                ANU Press is a globally recognised leader in open-access
                academic publishing. We produce fully peer-reviewed
                monographs and journals across a wide range of subject
                areas, with a special focus on Australian and international
                    policy, Indigenous studies and the Asia-Pacific region.
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